FRENCH  POLITICAL  THOUGHT
that individual responsibility remains unchanged " ; he con-
scientiously objected, not indeed to the bare idea of fighting,1
but to anyone being made to fight against his will, as the
supreme insult to personality: " a righteous State must never
have any other soldiers than volunteers; refusal of service may
indeed have to be punished, but it is a monstrous abuse to
condemn a citizen to fight against his conscience/'2
All this is very well, but scarcely novel. But Renouvier is
original in being prepared to reject politics and philosophies,
however old and popular, which, directly or indirectly, are
either rooted in or lead to war: he stands almost alone in not
expecting the fruits of war by his readiness to cut down the
tree itself.
It is clear in the first place that all conquest and territorial
expansion must go, and with them all conceptions of national
greatness based on such material advantages; this involves a
complete reinterpretation of French history3 : he deplores the
victories of Napoleon I.: defeat would have been preferable
to such conquests.4 Caesarism has proved the ruin of French
reputation and honour by revealing the national capacity for
a low repudiation of its hitherto accepted ideal.5 His refusal of
any but moral greatness as the object of national policy makes
1	He admitted that " the country had to be defended at the cost of one's
life, whatever horror war inspired," and granted the country's right to organize
for defence, but added, first, " that it would be criminal to use or divulge any
knowledge which, while advantageous to one's country, might be harmful for
Europe or for mankind " ; secondly, that " the influence or predominance of
one's country must only be desired just in the same way as one accepts and
respects that of an individual—that is, just in so far as it is founded on real
merit and not on intrigue, violence or ill-gotten gains." In no case should
military expenditure be greater than educational (Critique philosopkique, 1872,
i., p. 21, and 1877, i., p, 47).
2	Science de la Morale, ii., p. 435,
3	He regrets the French victories in the Hundred Years War, for, united
to England, France would have evolved towards political freedom, and Joan
of Arc but aided despotism. Better again a France conquered by any foreign
power, Germany even, than a stagnant Catholic France.
4	Cornwell, Les Principes  du Droit  dans  la Philosophie de  Renouvier,
• pp. 203-204.
5	Critique philosophise, 1873, ii., p. 68.
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